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Key information 
Dates 
April 2018 onwards – research course choice, possible universities using unifrog 
4th July 2018 – Futures Evening 
5th July 2018 – UCAS Prep Day – first draft of statement completed 
Summer holidays – continue to improve personal statement after tutor feedback.  
Aim to fill in all administrative and educational details on UCAS website (see  
separate instruction sheet) 
September 2018 – predicted grades issued, students have short deadline to 
explain in writing any changes they think should be made 
End of September – school deadline for Russell Group and similar applications 
Oct half term – school deadline for all other applications 

 

Key contacts 
Miss Arscott – UCAS Coordinator 
Mrs Myles – 6th Form Director 
Mrs Pemble – 6th Form Office Manager 

 

Key messages 
1. Successful applications require early planning, hard work and meeting all school 
deadlines. 
2. If you don’t know how something works – ask 
3. The earlier your application is submitted, the more time admissions tutors have 
to look at it, so the more likely you are to get an offer (and the more time you have 
to concentrate on your final exams!) 
4. You need to have interesting things to talk about in your personal statement! If 
you’re not doing anything interesting – start now (nb – part time job does not = 
interesting - wider reading, courses related to your subject, helping in the 
community does) 

 

 
 



Why university? 
1. For the experience – in studying your subject, in extra-curricular activities, in 
learning to live independently 
2. For the financial rewards – on average, in their first job, a graduate gets £7000 a 
year more than a non-graduate. This difference tends to increase as time goes on. 
3. Because financial support is, in some ways, good. See 
www.direct.gov.uk/studentfinance. You do have to pay for tuition fees and for 
maintenance (everything else involved in living at university) – but you do not 
repay anything until and unless you earn £25,000 a year. It is important to 
remember that this makes university loans very different from any other type of 
debt. 
 
All Bishop Justus students should already have starting investigating 
https://www.unifrog.org/ 
This is a great site for researching courses and collating information that may help 
you with your personal statement. It is particularly good at ensuring you 
investigate a range of options in terms of entry requirements, including 
‘aspirational’ ‘solid’ and ‘safe’ choices. It is also invaluable for researching 
apprenticeship opportunities, if you are interested in non-university options. 
Please note that you do need to check specific course details – and up-to-date 
typical offers – on the university websites themselves 
 

On the other hand:- 
1. The range of higher level apprenticeships available continues to grow and, for 
everything from accountancy to law to children’s work, provide an opportunity 
worth investigating thoroughly. This guide does not cover these, but please 
contact Mrs Chamberlain, Guidance Manager, or the 6th form team, who will be 
happy to help. 
2. It is always worth keeping options open if you are unsure about the way ahead – 
applying to university does not mean you have to go. 
 

 
 
 

http://www.direct.gov.uk/studentfinance
https://www.unifrog.org/


Choice A: Which university?  
1. Explore university websites thoroughly to get a good idea of what life there is 
like. 
2. Go on open days – and make sure you talk to current students when you do. 
3. As well as unifrog, Use guides like http://www.push.co.uk/ or 
http://www.studentbook.org/ to help with these and course choices. These sites 
are brilliant but you do need to take time to look through them carefully. 
4. Think about the following questions, though there are many others…  

 Where do I want to live? At home, away from home, in a city, town or out of town campus?  

 What do I like doing and what are the facilities/opportunities at the university to pursue these 
interests?  

 How far away is the university from home and what is transport like between the two?  

 How does accommodation work for first years and for later years? What type of accommodation 
would I like? How much can I afford?  

Choice B: Which course? 
Cannot really be separated from ‘which university’ as courses with the same 
name can be very different at different institutions. You should check course 
details carefully. 

 

Decision 1: What subject should I apply for? 
1. If you know what career you want to follow, choose a subject that allows you 
to pursue it. 
2. If you don’t know what career you want to follow, choose a subject you 
would enjoy studying! This might be an A level/Btec subject, or closely related 
one. 
3. Alternatively, many university courses, such as American Studies (a 
combination of English, History, Politics etc), Criminology or Town Planning are 
not taught in schools and/or do not require specific subjects to have been 
studied at school. 
4. For ideas of what possibilities are out there, look at 
www.ucas.com/students/coursesearch and http://unistats.direct.gov.uk/. 
Alternatively, just stick to unifrog. 
5. There are many combinations of joint degrees available.   

http://www.push.co.uk/
http://www.studentbook.org/
http://www.ucas.com/students/coursesearch
http://unistats.direct.gov.uk/


6. Remember that, if you don’t know what you want to study, you are unlikely 
to find out magically! You need to do your research.  

 

IMPORTANT: You want to get a job at the end of university – to help get this, 
you want to do a course you will enjoy, at the best* (see below) university 
you can. Around 60% of graduate jobs do not require you to have studied a 
specific subject – your aim is to get the highest classes of degree you can. 
Degrees are graded 1st, 2:1, 2:2 or 3rd. Many top jobs will require a 1st or a 2:1. 
Your priority is not to do a subject you think employers want – apart from 
science, they mostly want you to have the skills of analysis and 
communication that are taught by most degrees. In principle, a more general 
course (eg History) may be better than a more specific course (eg Spanish 
History) unless you have a particular passion for the latter. 

 
The ‘best’ universities 
This is very largely a matter of opinion and prejudice! A ‘top’ university may not 
be as good as a much less well-regarded one, in terms of your particular course.   

 
However, rightly or wrongly, some universities will have a higher reputation 
with employers in general, and this is one factor to consider as you think 
through where to apply. 

 
1. General league tables, such as the Guardian’s 
(http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/universityguide ), can be helpful. If you 
are deciding between a university ranked 1 and one ranked 80, there is an 
important difference – between (for example) 10 and 30, there really isn’t. 

 
2. The Russell Group of leading research universities is a guide to some of the 
leading universities, for traditional degrees and in terms of public perception:- 
Birmingham, Bristol, Cambridge, Cardiff, Durham, Edinburgh, Exeter, Glasgow, 
Imperial College London, King’s College London, Leeds, Liverpool, London 
School of Economics, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Oxford, Queen Mary 
London, Queen’s University Belfast, Sheffield, Southampton, University College 
London, Warwick, York. 

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/universityguide


3. Other generally well-regarded universities include (but are not limited to) 
Sussex, University of East Anglia, Essex, Leicester, Bath and Kent. 

 
Notice the frequency of the word ‘general’ in this section! There are always 
exceptions, and the best university for you always depends on your personal 
preferences and details of your chosen course, as well as consideration of the 
material in this section. 

 
Decision 2: Which specific courses should I apply 
for? 
 
1. You can apply for up to 5 choices on UCAS (and in normal circumstances 
should use all of these). You don’t put them in order of preference and each 
institution cannot see where else you have applied. 
2. You need to check carefully what each course involves at each university, as 
‘English’ or ‘Biology’ can vary considerably from place to place. Questions to ask 
include -  How important is coursework and how important are exams?  - Which 
units are compulsory/optional? -  How much does each year count towards my 
final degree result? – what options are there for work placements/language 
study? 

3. Each course has ‘entry requirements’, which you can find on 
www.ucas.com/students/coursesearch and on the relevant page of the 
university’s website. If they offer you a place, their offer is ‘conditional’ on you 
achieving these grades (or points – see below). You should not apply to courses 
which have higher entry requirements than your predicted grades (see below) 
and should apply to at least one that is significantly lower, preferably the 
equivalent of one grade less for each subject (eg CCC entry requirements rather 
than BBB). This is because you can accept two offers – your first choice (known 
as ‘firm’) and a lower one (known as ‘insurance’) in case you don’t get the 
grades you expect. 

 
 
 

http://www.ucas.com/students/coursesearch


Points – A level – A*=56, A=48, B=40, C=32, D=24, E=16. AS level. BTEC – different rules, see 
https://www.ucas.com/ucas/tariff-calculator 
 
Predicted grades – these are an important part of the UCAS process – they are submitted as part 
of the reference. We want to help students get into where they want to go, and therefore aim to 
decide predictions in a way that is optimistic but not unrealistic (because if you accept an offer but 
have no chance of making the grades, because the predictions were excessive, this does you no 
favours) and is fair. Therefore, predicted grades are based on year 12 PPE results, expected 
student outcomes based starting point and teacher professional predictions.  
Process – applications are made online on www.ucas.com. See ‘UCAS instruction sheet’ which you 
will receive in June, when you can begin to fill the application in.  
Key grades – Please be aware that many (but not all) universities will require you to have passed 
English and Maths at grade 4 or above, for all courses they offer. Some will require a 6. or will ask 
for specific grades in other subjects. These requirements are tending to increase year or year so 
please check carefully. 
References – are usually written by form tutors, based on reports written by subject teachers. 
While your tutor does not need to repeat what you say in your statement they can mention things 
can’t/don’t have space for – so make sure they know what relevant experience you’ve had. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.ucas.com/ucas/tariff-calculator
http://www.ucas.com/


 
Writing an effective personal statement. 

 
Why is it so important? 
Whether you get an offer or not depends on your statement. 
Signals what you want to talk about in the interview, if the course uses interviews, and for many courses will 
be the only way you can influence the admissions tutor 
 

- NEVER lie 
- NEVER criticize yourself 
- NEVER waffle  
- NEVER plagiarise (copy from another statement) – UCAS have software that can and will detect this 

 
 
Aim to divide your personal statement into clearly demarcated paragraphs that cover the following areas:- 

1. Why you want to do the course (45%) 1 or 2 paragraphs. 
2. Current A Levels/BTECs – why you chose them and the skills they are giving you that will help you be 

good at this course (30%) 1 or 2 paragraphs. 
3. Why you will be a good student for the university to have – extra-curricular activities, work experience 

(25%) 2 paragraphs 
4. Conclusion – 1 or 2 sentences 

 
Section 1: Why I want to do the course and what I have already done to develop my abilities 

 Get them interested in you as an individual 

 Be specific – what about the subject interests you and why? 

 Avoid pomposity whilst still selling yourself 

 Your enthusiasm must come across  

 Mention summer schools/wider reading etc/directly relevant work experience (be specific) 
 
 

Section 2: Current A Levels - A-Level by A-Level (if you’re applying to do one of your  A-level subjects you 
don’t need to mention it as you will have discussed it in depth already) 
  
There are two central things you need to do with this: 
 

1) Make clear links between the subjects that you are studying and the university course 
2) Emphasize the skills you’ve developed through studying these subjects. These might include: 
 

 Essay writing skills  Working under pressure 

 Research skills  Communication skills 

 Presentation  Analytical skills 

 Keeping to deadlines  Hypothesis forming 

 Time management  ICT 

 Autonomous learning  Logical thinking skills 

 Opportunity for practical application  Persistence and determination 

 Precision  Attention to detail 

 



 
Section 3: Why you will be a good student in general  

 Extra-curricular activities – DoE, music (specific grades/groups), church activities, community work etc. 
NOT just ‘reading’ ‘going to the cinema’ and NOTHING you can’t give an example of and (where 
possible) explain what you have learnt from it 

 Work experience/part time work – again, be interesting and interlink the skills you’ve acquired with 
the course you wish to take 

 
How you write matters – check over and over again for spelling and grammar mistakes 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Writing a personal statement can be embarrassing and will take LOTS of 
drafts and time – but your teachers have all been there – the earlier you 
start, the better (and less scary) it will be. You have 4000 characters to 
play with (including spaces). 

 

 

Writing a fluent statement 
 
 The following examples might help you connect your sentences and vary your language: 
 
• In addition - ‘In addition to my work experience….’ 
• As well as -‘As well as my involvement in …….I am also……..’ 
• Reinforce - ‘My involvement in……………has reinforced my decision to study……..’ 
• Strengthen - ‘My decision to study………..has been strengthened by my……..’ 
• Furthermore - ‘Furthermore, I am particularly suited to …….because………’ 
• Apart from - ‘Apart from my involvement with ………….. I am also……’ 
• Enabled me - ‘The opportunity to ……has enabled me to …………’ 
 



 

What can go wrong in a personal statement 

1. Put a line through anything that you think should not be included  

2. Correct any spelling or grammar mistakes you can find. 

3. Summarise the main problems with the statement 

 

Example 1 
 
After 12 years of school-study 1 will be making the most difficult decision and most influential one in my life. 
Having systematically going through each stage of choosing a suitable degree, I started by choosing a ‘science’ 
subject rather than an ‘art’ one. Moving on through the field of Physics, relating heavily with Mathematics, .I 
researched the different topics possible in Engineering. With every prospectus I read I became even more 
devoted to the course: Mechanical Engineering. The fundamentals of this course can be quite general giving 
me a wider experience in the Mathematics and Science fields, complying with my eagerness to experience 
Science and Engineering. The most intriguing factor of this course, l would say, is what I have always been 
indulged in; knowing how something operates, moves and to make it better. For me studying the root of our 
necessities, e.g. electricity, cars and clocks, is fulfilling. Studying in these fields (Mathematics and Physics A-
levels) will help me kick-start my degree campaign with enthusiasm and challenge, increasing chances of 
fitting in well with the course. Aiming to use this study to progress into the world of work with the manner of a 
fully equipped Engineer, I know that this degree will present myself to the employer as a person of qualities 
efficient enough to produce upright results from a degree which requires intellectuality, initiative and 
common sense (in scientific terms). I regard Mechanical Engineering as having a consequential and significant 
role to play in British industry. Thus, taking a step back I think that a person to study a degree of this 
importance to be successful through the 3/4 years should have personal qualities. Working for a multinational 
company I have had a taste of the responsibilities of these personal qualities; listening to management, 
working independently to complete the tasks, working to deadlines, using initiative towards problem solving 
for customer service - -. Etc. Studying these aspects in the management segment of Business Studies A-level 
helps me to understand this more clearly, with ways of innovation and motivation for work. Throughout my 
last 5 school years, using the computer and the internet has been momentous. From designing programmes 
(for Li. coursework) in Microsoft Access to using the internet to inquire about flight arrangements, and with 40 
words-per- minute I have gained sufficient computer skills to use it as a surplus for my future. As a sociable 
person, I have shown that I can fit into a-community new to me (my sixth form). This overlaps the personal 
qualities’ aforementioned. I have also worked with children in a nursery, helping teachers. Furthermore, 
mentoring high school student in preparation for the end of their GCSE’s has given me a differing sensation of 
tutoring. An important point for a student thinking of entering university is willing to be t of that community. 
This point will make a difference in the productivity of the student towards the community of the university. 
For five consecutive years now, I have joined the school football team, playing in most cup and league 
matches. Having represented my school in domestic competitions, I have enjoyed the essence of teamwork, 
winning and losing. More recently, being trained to be a junior’s coach by the Football Association has 
strengthened my management skills. The encouraging factor of sport for me is the social aspect, which I enjoy 
extensively. An exclusive ubiquity of mine is that I am contented with mixing my social with my educational 



life at length making the two important factors in my life none the less unabridged.  

 

 

Look at the Personal Statement given below (Example 2). It is better than Example 1, but it still has problems. 
Identify 4 of them:  
 

Example 2  

 
Through my A levels in Economics & Business, Law, Sociology and an AS in Politics I have developed a much 
deeper understanding of wider society as a whole and have developed a wide range of skills including time 
management, action planning, organization and effective communication, these skills will hopefully work to 
my advantage in higher education and in my future career.  
A degree in Business Economics will vastly deepen my existing knowledge & skill, it will hopefully fulfill the 
high level of interest and enthusiasm which I have developed for the area since started helping my older 
brother with his business’. The program of study within higher education will facilitate a more informed career 
choice and allow me to move into the feild which suits me best. my aspirations lie in enitially working for a 
large international company and later developing my own business to promote ethical business throughout 
the globe.  
Outside education I have a lot of contradicting interests Going to the gym is one of my passions. I go 45 times 
a week to stay in shape but I also like to cook a lot of not so healthy food. As well as college I have worked part 
time since the age of 16, I believe this has helped me develop a detachment between parts of my life which 
helps me to focus on my goals without distraction. With the guidance of my oldest brother I have coached a 
Youth football team for the past 2 years. coaching others especially young teenagers has helped realize a lot 
about learning and its not intelligence or skill which play the biggest part in learning but the willingness to 
learn which is the main help or hinderense to a person. From this I have realised that any study I face before 
me in order to complete it not only successfully but to also enjoy it, you have to ALLOW yourself to learn.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Some examples of successful personal statements 

International Relations 

My passion for international politics began when I was twelve and studied the Rwandan genocide. Since then I have 
been captivated by the potential within society (its political and religious systems) for breath-taking good and evil. 
Within this lies the capacity of some people to shape the landscapes around them, from senior figures like Mandela, 
Rabin, Blair and Obama to seemingly less significant people such as Paul Rusesabagina and Peter Benenson. Amid 
modern history with its frequent disdain for the individual lies the power of the individual to change its course. 
I want to study the modern world but also the century that leads up to it. The challenges posed by the new century, 
from climate change to ethnic conflict, are as pressing as any confronted by the last one and we must reach into it for 
clues. When writing my extended project on the Israel-Palestine conflict it became apparent to me how fine the borders 
are between conflict and peace and how two conflicting sides to a dispute can legitimately claim they are right. This 
particular conflict also highlights the growing impact of religion on international relations as secular Palestinian 
nationalism gives way to Islamic extremism and Israeli socialism to religious settlers. This is proof that the world will 
never remain static 
and humans will never cease to have bridges to cross and new knowledge to acquire. 
In my studies I am growing more aware of the intricate and evolving forces that shape human society; I am enthusiastic 
to learn more about human beings and the ways they relate one to another, their instinctive tendency to copy emerging 
behaviour. Where do ideas come from? How do trends develop? Why do people do the things they do, in spite of 
themselves? 
My interest in global affairs is not confined to my academic study; I read widely, including the website www.e-ir.info, 
Prospect and Standpoint magazines, the Independent newspaper and the journal of Amnesty International, of which I 
am a member. I have also been informed by lively debate within the family home, where my interest in the Israel-
Palestine conflict has derived. One book which opened my eyes onto the wider Middle-Eastern situation is Rajiv 
Chandrasekaran's Imperial Life in the Emerald City. This highlights the risk of ideology shaping our entire response to a 
complicated problem. 
I chose my A levels because, taken together, they amalgamate much of what should be taken into account in handling 
the international scene. Our ideas are formed by politics, history and religion and the way we apply these ideas to the 
world will shape these three major disciplines for the next generation. I want to be a conscious part of that. 
My A levels have taught me to question what happens in the world: Why did Stalin initiate the Great Terror? Why did 
Hitler make the Holocaust a priority of war? Must the Zionist movement have led to the ejection of hundreds of 
thousands of Palestinians from their homes? These kinds of questions inspire me to want to learn more and have 
motivated me to work diligently at my A levels. As a consequence, my essay writing skills have developed greatly, allied 
to a capacity for independent study epitomised in my extended project. A levels have opened up for me a whole new 
dimension to learning which I now want to explore in greater depth. 
I have a wide variety of interests that extend beyond politics and religion. I am a keen amateur photographer, I focus 
mainly on landscapes. I read fiction. University is an opportunity to engage with study at a different level altogether. I 
have discovered in my A levels a passion for learning which I wish to be life-long, dedicated to public service and the 
desire to make a tangible difference to human welfare. This makes the next step for me of the utmost importance. 

 

 

 



 

 

Biology 

From causes and cures for disease to species at risk of extinction and from global warming to stem cell research; many of the 
issues facing humanity in the 21st century have a base in biology. I want to be a part of the research and discovery that will 
underpin future progress in biological sciences. 
My interest in this field was sparked by exposure as a child to some of the same questions while travelling with my father 
throughout Namibia: the particular risk to Bushmen posed by HIV/Aids; the future health of the Black Rhino population; and 
the threat to the cheetah presented by a shrinking gene pool and disappearing habitat. I am currently exploring with the 
World Wildlife Fund, the prospect of a Namibian placement next year under their auspices. My subjects at A level will help me 
develop the skills I need to reach my full potential in my chosen course of study. 
I have enjoyed pursuing studies in biology that mirror some of the challenges faced by the scientific community e.g. genetic 
diseases, DNA fingerprinting, HIV/Aids and learning and memory. Recent developments in topics such as forensic biology and 
the nervous system highlight the advances that biological scientists are making and the importance of continued research. 
Studying PE has highlighted for me the complementarity of concepts in biology and sport. It has been helpful to experience 
this on a personal, physical level. Studying PE has helped me better to understand the science behind sport and has enhanced 
my grasp of human biology. The process of energy production and movement, for example, has featured in both subjects. 
My studies in Maths have enabled me to develop a logical approach to resolving mathematical challenges that I will be able to 
carry across to research topics, such as how to find the best way to achieve a solution and assessing the relevance of certain 
information and its value. The mathematical skills I have acquired would be valuable in helping me organise, test and analyse 
data. 
RE has encouraged me to have an open-minded attitude to ethical considerations and the range of views that accompany 
controversial topics, some of which are closely related to biological research. Stem cell research, creation of artificial life and 
treatment for diseases regularly push biology into the spotlight of religious and scientific controversy. 
I have completed my Junior Sports Leader Award and, subsequently, my Community Sports Leader Award. Accomplished over 
2 years, these Awards required focus, dedication and determination. 
The experience has strengthened my self-confidence and has given me a better sense of my potential. Among other things, I 
had to design and lead classes for primary school children, organise activities for them and, working with my classmates, plan 
and run a Tag Rugby tournament. Achievement of personal goals and meeting challenges involved has taken commitment, 
perseverance, and a strong desire to succeed, personal characteristics that I apply throughout life. 
Reading helps create balance between work and leisure, and I have found that it encourages an inquisitive and intellectual 
mind. Subscribing to The Week and The Spectator helps complement my academic focus with a wider understanding of 
important global issues, many of which are related to biology. In The Week, for example, recent topics have included 
Huntington's disease and superbugs, as well as cloned meat and the causes of progressively early onset of puberty in young 
girls. 
Studying for a biology degree would offer invaluable experience and opportunities. It would help me to become an inspiration 
to others in my field of work, to strengthen my dedication to, and appreciation of, living science, and to find my place within 
the scientific community and the world. It is a goal to which I am fully committed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Business / Spanish 

Since studying and experiencing business first hand, I have been able to comprehend the vast amounts of work that goes into 
developing and running a business. This knowledge base is something I will want to build on through studies at university level 
with the aim of working and learning in a business environment. 
I particularly enjoy observing businesses in a competitive environment, and understanding reasons for business takeovers, 
both of which are common within the current economy. Monitoring the actions of independent businesses to survive has 
given me considerable insight into the pressure and difficulties smaller firms face. This was particularly useful during my time 
at an aquarium, where I related what I learnt in my studies with the real business world. This helped improve my knowledge 
of how a business must be strategic. 
Whilst work shadowing in a stockbrokers, I saw a number of aspects of a large company. I learnt about how the market is 
made and how the shareholders put demands on a business. I shadowed market makers and the corporate finance team; I 
learnt about how they buy shares to sell them higher and how they raise finance for clients and made recommendations to 
them on investments. The opportunity to develop my understanding of the theories behind corporate finance, how marketing 
can lead to profit and the key factors which determine a good investment makes a degree in this area appealing. 
In September 2010, I began to work as an assistant at a new business. I helped the business start-up and grow. This 
experience enabled me to see how new businesses may have difficulties with finance and how important budgeting is. I 
played an active role in building and maintaining a customer base. Through the new start-up business I linked my studies in 
entrepreneurship to a real life example. 
Spanish allows me to understand not only the grammatical structures of the language but also understand the English 
language more. I spend a lot of time researching the current news in Spanish and enjoy using and improving my language skills 
at my leisure. Continuing my studies into university is something I'll be devoted to and I will take every opportunity to improve 
my Spanish. 
With English Literature, I am able to form structured arguments and also research widely on a range of different topics; I have 
gained insight into finding information to further enforce my argument. Improving my research skills will be invaluable for my 
degree and in whatever I am studying. 
During my time at secondary school I have become an active member of our sixth form. I have been Faculty Prefect for the 
Enterprise Faculty which includes Business, Information Technology and Modern Foreign Languages. During my time as faculty 
prefect I have helped promote the subjects to my peers and also to external students by sharing my enthusiasm and 
experiences, in doing this I have expanded my knowledge of marketing. 
Whilst at school I also spent time being a peer mentor and a reading mentor. I was aligned with a Spanish student who had 
very little knowledge of the English language; I would help him speak English whilst explaining in Spanish. This proves my 
abilities not only as a leader but also as a team player, both of which will be beneficial in the university seminar environment. 
This year I received an award for routinely helping younger students with their Spanish after school. Whilst doing my A-levels I 
helped the GCSE Spanish class with preparation for their coursework and exams. I have also taught basic Spanish to a Year 4 
class during my work experience at a local Primary school. 
The skills I have gained at school will help me to successfully fulfill my aspirations of further study and personal skill 
development. 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Music 

Life is full of many choices and I believe music is the best one I ever made. My interest in music began when I started 
learning the flute, aged 9. As I continued throughout the years I became fascinated with the way music can be used to 
express feelings in such a creative and imaginative way. I strived to become a better player and to play pieces that were 
not only a challenge but an adventure. 
My enthusiasm for learning the flute gave me the motivation to gain grade 8 at age 14 and lead to my participation in 
concert bands, run by the Bromley Youth Music Trust (BYMT). This has meant many hours of commitment to rehearsals 
and several concerts a year teaching me to remain focused over long periods of time. Taking part in the bands has 
taught me many valuable skills such as leadership and decision making on behalf of a section and it has given me 
inspiration and confidence to show my true potential when playing. 
I currently play in the top wind band run by BYMT, Bromley Youth Concert Band; we took part in the World Music 
Contest 2009 and also the National Festival of Music for Youth which lead to us performing in the Schools Prom at the 
Royal Albert Hall. Experiences such as these and playing in the National Youth Wind Orchestra quintets have taught me 
to cope well under pressure and to aim high. 
Recently, I have also been given the opportunity to play flute regularly to patients in care homes which has extended my 
performing skills to a different audience as well as entertaining them. I have carefully chosen music that is suitable for 
the audience which has proved effective as sometimes they sing as I play making the experience fulfilling for me. Being 
able to play the piano has given me an understanding of chords and their structure. In turn this has given me the ability 
to write songs and inspired me to teach myself guitar. I also play regularly with the worship band at my church; 
improvising melodies over the chord structure of the pieces, further developing my musical expression. 
The different areas of each subject I have taken at AS level have contributed to my general understanding of the world 
and of music. In Music I have discovered many new pieces developing my appreciation of different styles of music. For 
example, when studying Cuban music, I found the chord patterns in the 3:2 Son Clave rhythms fascinating. In English 
Literature learning how to interpret texts has taught me how to interpret music in different ways, finding brand new 
insights to pieces. In Religious Studies, persevering through topics I found hard to understand has helped develop my 
motivation to play pieces that have been challenging to begin with. The writing skills I have acquired will be relevant to 
my music degree as I can apply what I have learnt to new contexts to be able to write informed, coherent and relevant 
essays. 
Studying the mind and behaviour in Psychology has helped me understand the way people communicate and how music 
can affect levels of concentration and intelligence, giving me a particular interest in music psychology. I was a member 
of the Girls' Brigade for 12 years and as well as being part of the bugle band, 
I qualified as an intermediate trainee leader working with 7-11 year old girls by being a role-model, planning activities 
and leading games. This was an enjoyable experience that gave me confidence when working with other people and is 
particularly useful as I now run a flute choir at my school. With my youth group at church I have helped on many social 
action projects which has made me aware of the difference that I can make to a community. 
Music is something that I feel inspired to read at university because I have a real enthusiasm for the subject and a range 
of experiences to draw on. I would now like the chance to extend my knowledge to degree level together with the 
opportunity to become a more developed and rounded musician; without music, I would not be the person I am today. 


